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9 THINGS
THAT COACHING CAN DO

FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
In recent months we explored the hiﬆory of coa ing, s main araers and major s ools of
thought. You may have found these articles intriguing, but wondered at the same time what
coa ing, w h s colorful araers and social resear , will do for YOUR business? This essay
attempts to answer this eﬆion. Here is the nine moﬆ important I handpi ed for you.

1. RAISE EXPECTATIONS
“The key to performance is high expectations” –
quipped Sam Walton, the founder of Wal-Mart. High
expectations can be supplied by self or spouse, but you
can never get enough of it to compensate for the
innumerable challenges and failures of entrepreneurial
life. Being expected much of inspires us to deliver as we
loath to disappoint those that believe in us, be they
family, friend or coach.

Moﬆ of us have experienced how raising the bar
can create exc ement and up the energy of
talented employees. There are few people in the
life of an entrepreneur that can credibly set high
expeations. The coa is one of them.
I have found high expectations to be empowering by
dispelling self-doubt and amplifying self-belief. Most
of us have experienced how raising the bar can create
excitement and up the energy of talented employees.
There are few people in the life of an entrepreneur that
can credibly set high expectations. The coach is one of
them.

2. VISUALIZE SUCCESS
The fulﬁllment of high expectations requires the
articulation of a desirable end-state, a vision. A coach
can challenge his player to come up with a more

powerful and exciting vision than what they would
formulate on their own. A bold vision is critical, as the
gap between the desired future and the present reality
must be sizable to emotionally mobilize the client.
There is no pulling power in a “modest vision”.

A bold vision is cr ical, as the gap between
the desired future and the present real y
muﬆ be sizable to emotionally mobilize the
client. There is no pulling power in a
“modeﬆ vision”.
The coach is well positioned to help with the vision,
if he or she is curious and has experience and/or a
genuine interest in his client's business. A good vision
is driven by values that resonate with the leader and
sometimes with the organization, although that can be
shaped going forward by targeted hiring and replacements. The vision has to be mobilizing, practical and
ﬂexible enough to endure at least in the medium term,
as frequently revisions will confuse the organization.
A great coach can help “pull out” the vision.

3. UNCOVER AND
LEVERAGE HIDDEN ASSETS
Jay Abraham came up with this concept, which is about
making the most of what we already have, before
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stretching the business out into new dimensions. This
means: identifying, documenting and cross fertilizing
best practice processes inside the organization. One
such area is often sales, where the processes of the best
salespeople could be captured and taught to the rest of
the sales team, increasing performance across the
board. Such best practices are hidden assets in the
business waiting to be leveraged.
Another example is internal services, in which the
company shows superior skill so that they could be
marketed to third parties. One of my former clients has
developed a superior call center handling its direct mail
driven sales activities, which it then spun oﬀ into a
subsidiary. This new call center company then
attracted outside clients, deepened its expertise and
reduced the cost of the core business by spreading
overhead over a bigger revenue base.

4. IMPROVE FINANCIAL
PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
Working inside a single business can create tunnel
vision. A coach that has experience with a number of
diﬀerent industries and situations can bring a broader
prospective. This comes handy for planning new or
dramatically growing activities for the future, that
cannot be achieved with linear changes and require a
redesign of existing processes. The coach can help
identify underlying drivers of performance and the
actions that will create the required results. This is
called “reverse-engineering results”. For the leader
stuck in the “way things are done in our industry” this
approach can be daunting, while done easily with a
coach who knows how to ask the right questions to
ﬁgure them out.
Managing ﬁnancial performance is also an area of lowhanging fruits. By designing easily producible leading
indicators, the leader can manage ﬁnancial

The coa can help identify underlying
drivers of performance and the aions that
will create the re ired results. This is called
“reverse-en neering results”.

Sam Walton

Jay Abraham

performance without having to rely on accountantgenerated information. Such data is often too late or
too “rear-view-mirror-oriented” to be of use for
managing performance in real time.

5. ATTRACT CUSTOMERS & PARTNERS
Growing the top line is a pre-requisite for a healthy
A-player-driven culture, as it allows talent to ﬁnd
opportunities for in-house advancement and ﬁnancial
rewards. Revenue growth makes growing proﬁts “easy”
and allows the business to improve market share and
tweak margins.

Growth pressures the company to upgrade
processes every now and then, whi a
illed coa will help time and en neer.
A good coach can help draw out strategies and tactics
that fuel growth and will hold the leader accountable
to delivering on them consistently. Growth pressures
the company to upgrade processes every now and then,
which a skilled coach will help time and engineer.

6. TEACH YOU HOW
TO COACH OTHERS
Few businesses can be grown without elevating the
performance of their people. One solution is to
empower employees and suppliers and develop their
skills, so that they can work autonomously without
supervision. The best tool to achieve that is coaching,
as it facilitates players to ﬁnd their own solutions.
Having a coach model the behavior is the easiest way
to pick up on coaching yourself and start getting
sharper at this job. Coaching is a great skill to acquire
for home use too, to help your kids develop, but tread
carefully with trying to coach your spouse.

[Coa ing] facil ates players to ﬁnd their own
solutions. Having a coa model the behavior is
the easieﬆ way to pi up on coa ing yourself
and ﬆart getting arper at this job.

Lionel Messi
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The ultimate objeive of moﬆ business leaders
is to eventually replace themselves and graduate
to a more fulﬁlling aiv y or lifeﬆyle.

7. MAKE YOUR COMPANY
WORK WITHOUT YOU
The ultimate objective of most business leaders is to
eventually replace themselves and graduate to a more
fulﬁlling activity or lifestyle. For entrepreneurs, this
could mean launching another business, or moving
into philanthropic activities that feed their soul more
than their wallet. For hired hand leaders, it could be a
bigger, better paying job, or to deal at the strategic
level, or perhaps focus on acquisitions. The owners of
family businesses will be grooming the next generation
or promote associates to step up to the plate running
the business. The exceptions are deliberately lifestyleoriented businesses that do not want (or believe they
can) grow.
Whatever is the motivation, it is always good to have
people around that can do the founder's or CEO's job.
This can rarely be achieved without coaching people
up to carry the job of the leader. Coaches are especially
useful for newly minted leaders who are under
pressure to perform at a high level from day one, or
who are expected to carry out a 100-day plan and get it
right, such as private equity-owned companies.

8. CREATE A WINNING ENVIRONMENT
Since Darwin, we know that we are all creatures of our
environment. If the space around is high performing, it
will pull us along and make it easy for us to perform at
a high level, at least compared to the outside world.
(From the inside, the high performance environment
will likely be very challenging.) Olympic athletes will
rub shoulders with other Olympians to get the best out
of themselves. Business leaders often join CEO peergroups, such as Vistage to be held to a higher standard

Olympic athletes will rub oulders w h
other Olympians to get the beﬆ out of
themselves. Business leaders often join CEO
peer-groups, su as Viﬆage to be held to a
higher ﬆandard by successful peers.
by successful peers. After all, if you keep training with
Barcelona, it is hard not to end up becoming a decent
soccer player.
The role of the entrepreneur coach is to design an
environment for his client that will make achievement
of his business objectives eﬀortless, or a much easier
exercise than it would otherwise be. Environment may
not just be people, it can be infrastructure, work tools,
processes and plans. Even a vision and values are
environments and will go a long way in shaping
performance.

9. KEEP YOU AND YOUR
BUSINESS MOVING FORWARD
Momentum is essential in business and losing it can be
disruptive and dangerous, sometimes even lethal to an
organization. It’s much easier to keep momentum than
to rekindle it, as momentum attracts, while the lack of
it repels people, opportunities and energy. Therefore
keeping and even enhancing momentum is critical for
any business.
A coach can focus on maintaining and enhancing
momentum, by helping formulate, monitor and track
leading indicators for his client's business. A good
coach will listen and hear between the lines for signs
and areas of intervention. These can be dissected by
the coach and explored through Socratic questioning
to remove obstacles and excite energy to increase
performance.

It’s mu easier to keep momentum than to
rekindle as momentum attras while the
la of repels people, opportun ies and
energy. Therefore keeping and even enhancing
momentum is cr ical for any business.

STEVE PREDA
STEVE@ENTREPCOACHES.COM
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Leader of the Month

LINDA NASH: “IT'S OK
TO OUTGROW PEOPLE”
Linda Na is President of Linda Na
Ventures and a serial entrepreneur who
recently ﬆepped down as CEO of
Partner MD a concierge medical
praice e founded in 2003 and sold to
Markel Ventures. Linda had previously
founded and ex ed Child Care Group
LLC and The Compass S ool. Your
Terms interviewed her at her oﬃce in
Henrico.

YOUR TERMS: How did you become an entrepreneur?
LINDA NASH: I grew up in an entrepreneurial family.
My dad established Track and Field News as a family
business. It is still around! It inspired me to see how
happy my dad was running that company and writing
a magazine that he loved.

YT: Did you start out with a vision to grow to that size
and sell, or it was a chance opportunity?
LN: Not really. I just knew I needed to do something I
was pulled to, and I enjoyed designing a curriculum and
teaching kids. Over time, the more I got into it, the
more I wanted to grow it. I eventually bought out my
partner who had diﬀerent long-term goals.

In ially, I was selling s ool yearbooks in
the mornings to cover our bills.

YT: When did you realize that you wanted to create a
business that would survive your involvement?
LN: When I made the decision to go from Richmond to
Northern Virginia. When you cannot drive around daily
anymore, it forces you to start trusting people and
establish replicable processes.

Early in my career I became a teacher, which was great
but too structured. My ﬁrst business, launched with
our next-door neighbor, was school-aged childcare. It
was the early eighties and quality programs did not yet
exist for elementary school pupils. Initially, I was
selling school yearbooks in the mornings to cover our
bills. Luckily, the Child Care Group became an instant
success, we soon grew to six locations and eventually
expanded to Northern Virginia before a public
company bought us.

My second business was The Compass School. We
opened in the Midwest and Northern Virginia, but I
only worked there 3 years before moving on. I enjoyed

When you cannot drive around daily
anymore, forces you to ﬆart truﬆing
people and eﬆabli replicable processes.
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I love ﬆarting businesses, creating the culture, pi ing
people, for ng a great team. I had a vision for the
personal y, communication ﬆyle, values and ethics of
the doors I wanted. They had to be good enough for
me to go to, if I needed medical care.
that business too and liked my partners, but I was not a
majority owner in charge of the business. My personal
philosophy became to stay in control as long as I could
and sell when I cannot be a majority owner anymore.
PartnerMD followed about a year after I exited The
Compass School. I wasn't sitting on my hands, but it
took time to research and get ready to launch it.
YT: What drove you to start this third business
LN: I love starting businesses, creating the culture,
picking people, forging a great team. I had been
mulling over the idea for years and then I saw a couple
of people in Seattle and Boston who started similar
businesses. I reached out to the legal advisor who
invented the concept and I talked him into working
with me. It wasn't easy, as my childcare background
didn't impress him. Concierge medicine requires a
robust legal structure and it was a coup to get this guy
on my team.
From there, I hired consultants, recruited the ﬁrst
doctor and we opened. It was much harder than I
expected. The business of medicine is very complicated
and we had to run multiple legal entities and working
with doctors and nurses creates liability issues.
Medicare and insurance further complicated things.
YT: What concepts made PartnerMD successful?
LN: One of the biggest things was the quality of our
physicians. I spent a huge amount of time thinking
about and recruiting physicians. I had a vision for the
personality, communication style, values and ethics of
the doctors I wanted. They had to be good enough for
me to go to, if I needed medical care.
The second critical ingredient was to create a culture
of customer service. The people who worked at the
company fell in love with the concept and our doctors.
People were genuinely engaged and happy to be here.
YT: How do you create an outstanding customer
service experience?
LN: You have to focus on your internal customers, your
employees. I knew everyone's name, paid attention to
each individual and modeled the behavior that I
expected from him or her. You also need to consciously
train, reinforce, role-play the processes and track every
complaint and what failed in the process and ﬁx it
systemically. We created a culture of continuous
improvement.

I knew everyone's name, paid attention to
ea individual and modeled the behavior
that I expeed from him or her. You also
need to consciously train, reinforce, roleplay the processes and tra every
complaint and what failed in the process
and ﬁx syﬆemically. We created a
culture of continuous improvement.

YT: Looking back at your three businesses what was the
biggest learning from each?
LN: The childcare business taught me that you can plan
for an exit. I didn't do that, and when a public company
approached me to buy the business, I suddenly found
myself wondering what to do next. I realize now that
had I prepared for the transactions, we could have
created more value.
The second business taught me that I needed majority
control, which I then kept at Partner MD until I sold to
Merkel.
The third business, Partner MD was an uphill struggle
for a long time until ﬁnally we broke through and
created a business that became something that people
value and talk about. It was very rewarding for having
created something much larger than myself.
YT: What does being a coach-approach leader
mean to you?
LN: Resisting the urge to jump in and do it yourself.
Accepting the fact that when you coach someone they
will do it their own way and interpret what you say
through their own lenses.
I believe in handling problems right away. If there is an
ugly email correspondence, I would jump in and ask
them for an oﬄine discussion about it. I created a
matrix-type organization where I could talk at diﬀerent
levels of the organization to get information and than
use that to coach my C-level people.
I used three executive coaches in my career. They were
useful at diﬀerent points during the PartnerMD cycle,
especially when the coach worked with me as well as

[You muﬆ accept] the fa that when you
coa someone they will do their own
way and interpret what you say through
their own lenses.
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my executive level. But when they were suggesting the
same type of approach that I already internalized, it
was time to move on.
YT: What do you call your brand of coaching and what
type of coaching has worked and has not worked for
you?
LN: My brand is to structure regular, open-ended
communication for people that work for me and push
them outside their comfort zone to ﬁgure things out
on their own.

My brand [of coa ing] is to ﬆruure
regular, open-ended communication
for people that work for me and pu
them outside their comfort zone to
ﬁgure things out on their own.

The coaching that doesn't work is when someone
doesn't want to be coached or is not honest. I had one
coachee who was getting the coaching only to be close
to me and push his personal agenda. I didn't like that.
Most CEOs are coaches, but external coaches can be
excellent when they bring a diﬀerent perspective and
when they are strong enough to tell you the truth.
YT: How do you keep yourself sharp?
LN: Consulting helps as it forces me to get up to speed
with a wide array of companies. I am shifting among
them, which is fun. As for my individual businesses,
WellcomeMD and Precision Medical Recruiting, I am
still learning to step back and have leaders run the
businesses. In each case I have to ﬁgure out how
hands-on I have to be and what is the best role for me
in that business.
YT: What would be three pieces of advice that you would
give yourself when you were starting out?
1. Don't take things personally. You cannot be
everybody's best friend, and as long as people respect
you, you just have to stay true to yourself. It is not a
popularity contest. I have gotten better at ﬁring
people over the years.
2. Don't take your eye oﬀ the ball in the company.
Early on at PartnerMD a physician and an employee

I am ﬆill learning to ﬆep ba and
have leaders run the businesses.
In ea case I have to ﬁgure out how
hands-on I have to be and what is the
beﬆ role for me in that business.

Don't take things personally. You
cannot be everybody's beﬆ friend, and
as long as people re e you, you juﬆ
have to ﬆay true to yourself.

tried to steal the business while I was out scouting
for investors. It was the worst kind of experience but
it taught me that it is not enough to focus on the big
picture and that we must be around and talk to
people constantly.
3. It is OK to outgrow people. Employees that are
wonderful at some stage of the business may not be
suitable at another stage. You develop relationships,
grow to like your colleagues and it is easy to delude
yourself. We must recognize that the company needs
diﬀerent skillsets at diﬀerent times in its lifecycle.
YT: How does a woman serial entrepreneur manage her
personal life?
LN: I have had a household employee for 19 years now,
who cooks, cleans and looks after us. I also have a very
supporting husband who is proud of me, knows how
crazy my life is and is willing to adapt. He writes books
and travels a lot and we both adjust to each other.
I also have many close friendships that I nurture.
I grew up in California and still keep in touch with my
friend there also.
YT: Do you still have another dream in you?
LN: Yes. I would like to build up another business and
exit in the future and invest the proceeds into a new
foundation. After a while when you are successful it is
not about the money. If you can build a business that
the market likes, than you feel successful.

After a while when you are successful
is not about the money. If you can
build a business that the market likes,
than you feel successful.
One of my new businesses is WellcomeMD, which is
similar and diﬀerent from PartnerMD. When we refer a
patient to a specialist, we still keep the patient and
provide a nurse practitioner who takes care of them.
We also want to incorporate holistic medicine and are
opening our ﬁrst permanent oﬃce in Chicago, on April
1. My other company, Precision Medical Recruiting
grew out of my consulting practice and started serving
my clients. There is a huge market for the right kind of
searches and a focus on understanding and searching
for people that ﬁt the culture.
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How Will Your Family Values Stay Alive

EVEN AFTER
YOU ARE GONE?
While recently working with a second generation family to preserve assets as part of
an estate plan, much of the planning was spent ensuring the family’s goal for proper
social investing was implemented as part of the plan. The core of the family’s legacy
was its passion for socially responsible investing which encourages corporate
practices that promote environmental stewardship, consumer protection, human
rights, and diversity. My role was to assist the client to make a value driven decision
about managing wealth while incorporating its multi-generational legacy plan.
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It takes a lifetime to create a legacy. Although
preserving and managing wealth can be a challenge,
the greatest challenge a family might face is deﬁning,
reﬂecting on and expressing what its wealth really
means. While many estate plans begin and end with
numbers, Legacy Planning, a broader, values-based
planning approach examines both ﬁnancial and nonﬁnancial goals with a focus on values and legacy to
leave behind.
A true legacy is much more than leaving money
behind. In fact, the most important questions in life
cannot be answered with a number. The legacy
planning process is intended to explore beliefs, feelings
and values about wealth and its relation to individuals,
their heirs and society at large; essentially, the core
values that make the family who it is.
The cornerstone of legacy planning is Philanthropy –
the desire to promote the welfare of others. For many
families with a legacy plan, philanthropic activities are
the most important source of identity, unity and
personal reward and establishing a culture of
philanthropy across generations is important. Younger
generations are more engaged in philanthropic
endeavors today than prior generations. The National
Center for Family Philanthropy reports the emerging
millennial generation is already beginning to inﬂuence
giving decisions and operations. Philanthropy is a way
to carry a family's values in the future and impact
others.
Each family has its own set of values and beliefs.
Legacy planning is a process that requires constant
nurturing and cultivation and it should start early.
There are a number of industry tools to help deﬁne
what wealth and values mean to a family. Examples of
questions a family should consider include:
• What personal values are of greatest importance to
you?
• To whom do you feel a sense of obligation about the
distribution of your wealth?
• What makes your family diﬀerent from others?

The legacy planning process is intended
to explore beliefs, feelings and values
about wealth and s relation to
individuals, their heirs and society at
large; essentially, the core values that
make the family who is.

“WE ALL DIE. THE GOAL IS NOT TO
LIVE FOREVER; THE GOAL IS TO
CREATE SOMETHING THAT WILL.”
Chu

Palahnuik

For many families w h a legacy plan,
philanthropic aiv ies are the moﬆ
important source of ident y, un y and
personal reward. Philanthropy is a way
to carry a family's values in the future
and impa others.
The family I mentioned earlier has spent considerable
time developing and managing its legacy plan. As a
result, the second generation understands the family
values, has created its own idea for philanthropy and
has begun work passing those values to the third
generation. The family is clear on the consequences of
what they do now and how the consequences will
outlive them.
Thoughtful and responsible aﬄuent families recognize
they have a responsibility to create the framework for a
legacy plan – a long-term strategy to convey values to
the next generation. The purpose of legacy planning is
to help families act with greater intention and
inspiration in planning for the future and to expand
their ideas about philanthropy. If done right, legacy
planning can result in an invaluable and powerful
blueprint for a positive, enduring legacy.

If done right, legacy planning can result
in an invaluable and powerful blueprint
for a pos ive, enduring legacy.

JERI TURLEY
JTURLEY@BCGCO.COM
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THE

Harnessing the
Power of Your Herd

CREED
I ﬆumbled across this “creed”
a few weeks ago and thought
I would are as the words truly
reﬂe the life of entrepreneurs.
After a bit of research in including erroneous
attributions to Thomas Payne and Theodore Roosevelt, I
found the author to be Dean Alfange. Dean was an
American politician born in Constantinople and
moved to the United States as a child, ﬁrst published
this creed in the 1950's under the title of “An American's
Creed” or simply “My Creed”. There are also references
to this as the Entrepreneur's Creed with an alternative
ending of “To be an Entrepreneur.”
As I ﬁrst read the words, I was struck by the power,
strength and bold approach to each new day, but also
to the acknowledgement of struggle, the challenges of
life, risk and failure. It is this dichotomy of emotion for
me that captures the essence of the American spirit
and the true personality of the Entrepreneur. As
entrepreneurs we face the world boldly challenging the
status quo, willfully facing risk, and choosing to
“bounce” versus “splat” in the event of setback and
failure.

I was ﬆru by the power, ﬆrength and
bold approa to ea new day, but also
to the a nowledgement of ﬆruggle, the
allenges of life, ri and failure. It is
this di otomy of emotion for me that
captures the essence of the American
ir and the true personal y of the
Entrepreneur.

Dean Alfange

My Creed
I do not oose to be a common man. It is my right
to be uncommon – if I can. I seek opportun y – not
secur y. I do not wi to be a kept c izen, humbled
and dulled by having the state look after me.
I want to take the calculated ri ; to dream and to
build, to fail and to succeed. I refuse to barter
incentive for a dole. I prefer the allenges of life to
the guaranteed exiﬆence; the thrill of fulﬁllment to
the ﬆill calm of Utopia. I will not trade freedom for
beneﬁcence nor my dign y for a handout. I will
never cower before any maﬆer nor bend to any
threat. It is my her age to ﬆand ere, proud and
unafraid; to think and a for myself, enjoy the
beneﬁt of my creations and to face the world boldly
and say: this, w h God's help, I have done
All this is what

means to be an American.

As I read the words again, I found them challenging
me to boldly dream, create, embrace both success and
failure, and truly be uncommon. This pursuit of the
uncommon comes with pluses and minuses mentally,
emotionally, and ﬁnancially. It asks you to boldly stand
alone in a world of safety, comfort, and status quo and
be willing to passionately pursue opportunity others
shy away from. It calls you to create a wave that many
will be compelled to ride, but maybe even more will be
repelled to come near. It asks you to move away from
fear, complacency, and instead passionately pursue
ideas and things that others will mock, demean, and
even ridicule. Although there are risks and challenges,
it is in this pursuit where wonder, freedom, fulﬁllment,
and the opportunity to exercise the right to be
uncommon are found.

DAVID QUICK, CEO
HELPING BULLS THRIVE IN CHINA SHOPS
DAVID@HELPINGBULLS.COM
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WHY I CAME
TO AMERICA?
It wasn't an accident. In fact, looking back, it seems like
my whole life has been a preparation to make that
move, since I was 9 years old. It was then that my aunt,
Agnes, invited me to visit her family in Los Angeles, for
the summer. Agnes left Hungary after the 1956
uprising, and by the mid 1970's had a prospering life
with a nice house and pool in the suburbs, and a
portfolio of investments including a really cool
skateboard park.

Looking ba , seems like my whole life
has been a preparation to make that move,
since I was 9 years old. I recall walking
around my grandparents' summer house a
warm summer night sin ng “We all
overcome”, pun ing the air and
visualizing making the tr to America.

It is four years today that I arrived in
Richmond, Virginia from Hungary
and I want to share with you the
story of how I ended up uprooting
my family and move here for good.
My parents initially resisted the idea, since I appeared
too young to make the trip on my own and the whole
family could never have received an exit visa. My
parents with ﬂedgling physician careers did not have
time to travel, anyway. I recall walking around my
grandparents' summer house a warm summer night
singing “We shall overcome”, punching the air and
visualizing making the trip to America. My “prayers”
were answered next year and I was blessed with the
opportunity to spend the summer in California and
receive the ﬁrst inoculation of the unbridled freedom
and opportunities of the land.
In my teen years, I spent much time with my paternal
grandfather, “Gyuszi” (pronounced: Djusie) who told me
tales of the family's entrepreneurial history. I listened
with awe about the quality of the confectionery that
the Preda Bakery had been churning out and the family
fortune it had built. Apart from several downtown high
rise buildings, my great grandparents had purchased
prime real estate in an 'elite cemetery' in Budapest,
which apparently rivaled the price of a Rolls Royce – a
source of much pride in my family...
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IMMIGRATION ATTEMPT #1
Gyuszi's dad, Sebo (pronounced: “Shaboe”) was an
orphan who arrived at age 14 to Budapest in the 1910's,
with papers ready to leave by rail and ship to America.
To his great misfortune, he got lost roaming the city
and ended up missing the boat and starting life as an
apprentice baker in the Hungarian capital. A few years
later, he got certiﬁed as a master using a faked ID, that
showed him several years older than his age. After
WW1 he founded his own chain of bakeries and by the
1930's was a top 30 tax payer in the city of Budapest,
supplying all the major hotels of the city daily with

After WW1 he founded his own ain of
bakeries and by the 1930's was a top 30 tax
payer in the c y of Budapeﬆ, supplying all
the major hotels of the c y daily w h fre
bakery produce and running several ops.
Sebo had made his own America, w hout
having to sail the seas.
fresh bakery produce and running several shops. Sebo
had made his own America, without having to sail the
seas.

IMMIGRATION ATTEMPT #2
After the war, Sebo dug up his gold bars and gave them
to Gyuszi and his brother Joseph, to rebuild the
shelled-down bakery business… only for it to be
nationalized in 1948. My grandmother, Nusi
(pronounced: “Nushy”) was a superb tailor and wanted
to emigrate and make a career in the West, but Gyuszi
could not leave his parents behind, to whom he owed
everything, even if most of the family fortune had been
conﬁscated by then. They stayed, and survived twenty
years of repressive communism and another twenty of
the softer variety. Thankfully, my grandparents had
enough stacked away, to ensure a relatively
comfortable retirement.

IMMIGRATION ATTEMPT #3
Next in line was my dad, Istvan, who as a young
internist and national athlete jumped on a Hamburg
bound train with his friend Pal (40 years later the

My grandmother was an orphan and
a superb tailor and wanted to
emigrate and make a career in the
Weﬆ after the war, but grand dad
could not leave his parents behind to
whom he owed everything.

My dad, Iﬆvan, who as a young interniﬆ and national
athlete jumped on a Hamburg bound train w h his
friend Pal (40 years later the president of Hungary).
After downing a bottle of rum, the pair got emotional
and decided to abort their emigration.
president of Hungary). Istvan and Pal took a French
leave after an international fencing tournament near
Munich to start a new life in West Germany. After
downing a bottle of rum, the pair got emotional and
decided to abort their emigration and catch up with
their team in Vienna where they had stopped for the
customary “import business” the Hungarian customs
authorities turned a blind eye on for national athletes.
(Think nothing more sinister than nylon shirts, jeans
and cosmetics, here.) My “immigrant father” paid the
price for his “disloyalty” by being left out of the national team for months to come, until he was pardoned by
strong man Janos Kadar during a hunting trip.
My grandparents were disappointed that my dad did
not make it out from behind the iron curtain. Gyuszi
hated the regime and told political jokes to everyone he
met, unnerving the family. I believe he harbored hopes
that I was going to make good with transitioning the
Predas to greener pastures when I came of age. Later,
when Hungary started to allow small scale private
enterprise in the early 1980's, I recall urging granddad
that we restart the Preda Bakery, but he said he was “20
years too old, to do that” – 64 at the time.
Growing up with these stories and my visit to America
at age 10, I pretty much decided that I would follow in
Sebo's footsteps as an entrepreneur and be the
generation that ﬁnally left Hungary. I was not an
exceptional student, but I felt special, after my 1977
California trip, for owning what was probably the ﬁrst
skateboard in Hungary and having seen the original

Gyuszi hated the re me and told pol ical jokes to everyone
he met, unnerving the family. I believe he harbored hopes
that I was going to make good w h trans ioning the
Predas to greener paﬆures when I came of age.
Star Wars movie three years before its premier in
Budapest. I also spoke some English with an
American accent, which was cool, and gained more
momentum when my parents sent me to England a
couple of summers in high school. During and after
college, I spent a year each in Greece and the
Netherlands on scholarships and later 3 more in
London as a trainee accountant, all virtually selfﬁnanced, which added to my conﬁdence.
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During and after college I ent a year ea in Greece
and the Netherlands on s olar
s and later 3 more
in London as a trainee accountant, all virtually selfﬁnanced, whi added to my conﬁdence.
I was pretty much not going to return to Hungary from
London, if it wasn't for the fall of the Berlin Wall and
the ensuing expectation of sweeping reforms. I got a
high paying banking job with a multilateral bank and
moved back to Budapest, as Hungary looked destined
to end its 1000-year isolation from Western Europe.
Free enterprise was taking oﬀ, companies were being
privatized, my college friends were shaking money
trees and the looming EU accession heralded the
arrival of a land of opportunity in Hungary. Foreigners,
including many Americans, ﬂocked to Budapest to
pluck the low hanging fruits the changing economic
and political landscape oﬀered. These were heady
times.
In 2002, I was pushed and jumped from a banking
career to ﬁnally start my own business. It wasn't easy,
but we grew rapidly and by 2007 led the market in
lower middle market investment banking. 2008 started
well too and we were looking to double our revenues
again so I decided to pull out all the stops... We went
on a hiring and spending spree not anticipating the
Lehman crisis that dried up liquidity and sank most of
our projects. We narrowly survived the next 18 months
through painful downsizing and month-to-month
sales and cash management.
2010 was a year of recovery and just as we were starting
to make real money again in 2011, the Eurozone crisis
erupted, once again drying up liquidity and killing all
deals. These scary events followed the ascension of a
new government that started reversing Hungary's post
Berlin Wall political and economic gains. Privatization
was replaced by nationalization, foreign investor taxbrakes were replaced by punitive taxes on foreign
investors. The constitution was rewritten and Hungary
dropped "Republic" from its name. The country began
closing down to the West and opening towards the
East. The writing was on the wall.
It was time to make attempt #4 for the Preda family
and start afresh in the New World. I was 44 years old,
the age when granddad Gyuszi 'would have made' the

Hungary looked deﬆined to end s 1000-year isolation
from Weﬆern Europe. Free enterprise was taking oﬀ,
companies were being privatized, my college friends were
aking money trees and the looming EU accession
heralded the arrival of a land of opportun y in Hungary.

Big Move himself. – “Hey, I'm not going to look back
'when I'm 64', at not having tried.”

in 2011, the Eurozone crisis erupted, once
again drying up li id y and killing all
deals. These scary events followed the
ascension of a new government that
ﬆarted reversing Hungary's poﬆ Berlin
Wall pol ical and economic gains.
Sure it looked intimidating to start a new life, with no
local reputation or network to speak of and with a
family of six to support. It was a “worthy challenge” to
be sure… One of my hired hand CEO friends and a top
10 Hungarian rich, emailed me: “You are doing it for
the kids, right?” – “Yes, and to take another shot for
myself” – I replied.
– Has it been easy? – Heck, no! – Has it been fun? –
Absolutely! We have met dozens of fabulous people
here, many of whom became friends, clients, peers or a
combination thereof. The family has adjusted well too.
The challenges of the move crowded out any midlife
crises and the kids all switched into higher gear and
done well at school and on the sporting ﬁelds. My wife
Dora has shown fantastic courage and support
allowing our adventure to succeed. Our family is
blessed to have been welcomed by a great country, and
a gorgeous city, both of which turned out to oﬀer
much more than we ever dared to imagine.

– Has been easy? – He , no! – Has
been fun? – Absolutely! We have met
dozens of fabulous people here, many of
whom became friends, clients, peers or a
combination thereof. Our family is
blessed to have been welcomed by a great
country, and a gorgeous c y, both of
whi turned out to oﬀer mu more
than we ever dared to ima ne.

STEVE PREDA
STEVE@ENTREPCOACHES.COM

The right people
in the right seats
In my 25-year career as a top executive,
I have come to believe that great
companies are made by a great vision and
by great people who can accomplish it.
So what does it take to develop a great
vision?
Simon Sinek says it's having a BIG WHY
for your company. For Apple's Steve Jobs it
was creating beautifully designed and userfriendly products. For Wal-Mart's Sam
Walton it was lowering the cost of living for
people. An exciting BIG WHY will attract
passionate people to join your business.
Unfortunately, I cannot help you create your
BIG WHY and a vision that will pull the right
people to your company. As a reader of this
magazine, I just assume that you already

are a successful business owner or leader,
on your way in the vision department.
So how do you select the right people to
get on your bus? And more importantly,
how will you ﬁnd the right seats for them?
This, I can help you with. We at Culture
Index are experts at checking bus tickets
and seat assignments for potential
corporate passengers.

Call, text or email me
today to begin ﬁlling
the bus of your dream!

David Quick
dquick@cindexinc.com
816.361.7575

Skeptical?
Send me your email address for a 30-day
free trial of Culture Index. Give it to your
5 best and worst employees to complete
(takes 5–10 minutes) and I will tell you
where they should be sitting on the bus
(or on the curb).

™
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RVA 100

NEW MEMBERS
JOINING IN MARCH
RVA 100 is an inv ation-only network of 100 of the beﬆ professionals in the Ri mond Metro area. One in
ea category. Please welcome the 27 new members liﬆed below, that joined in Mar . We are planning to
rea 100 members soon and inv e all of them to an introduory networking event in May. Stay tuned!
ARCHITECT – RESIDENTIAL

ATTORNEY – REAL ESTATE

BOB STEELE
BOB ARCHITECTURE

BUSINESS BROKER

BANK MANAGER

CARL BIVENS

BRIAN NOEL

TROUTMAN AND
SOUNDERS

VIRGINIA CREDIT
UNION

BUSINESS VALUATION SPECIALIST

KENNETH SMITHER

GREG WALLER
CORNERSTONE

MICHAEL METZGER
MURPHY

CAR REPAIR

CAPITAL SOURCING

CPA HIGH NET WORTH/TAX

SMITHER AND
COMPANY

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER

MARGARET SMITH
MARK SMITH
MIDAS

CPA/PAYROLL SMALL BUSINESS

TOM VEAZEY

CANAL CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS CONSULTANT

VZ PHOTO

FITNESS CLUB OWNER

JEFF ROBINSON

CHRIS SCHUTT

JOHN MARSHALL

ROBINSON
CONSULTING GROUP

DIGITAL BENEFIT
ADVISORS

PUMP CUSTOM
FITNESS
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FRACTIONAL CFO

FRANCHISE INVESTOR

INSURANCE – BUSINESS/PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY

JOE CHEELY

CHRIS GRANDPRE

CHEELY ADVISORY
SERVICES LLC

OUTDOOR LIVING
BRANDS

INSURANCE – PROPERTY/FORESTRY

INTERIOR DESIGNER/DECORATOR

AMY MARKS
PEARL INSURANCE

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT

AMANDA HUANG
CONTINENTAL
UNDERWRITING

PRESENTATION CONSULTANT

ELEANOR BARTON

STEPHANIE FORD

GLEAVE AND HOLMES

WARREN WHITNEY

PUBLIC RELATIONS CONSULTANT

RETIREMENT COUNSELOR/PLANNER

DAVID LEUSCHEN
MEGHAN DOTTER

MIKE MULVIHILL

PORTICO PR

PADILLA CRT

SOCIAL MEDIA CONSULTANT

TITLE INSURANCE

RETIREMENT & ESTATE
SERVICES

M&A ATTORNEY

SUSAN JOHNSON

DOUG ATKINS

GREG BISHOP

WKH SOLUTIONS

FIDELITY NATIONAL

WILLIAMS MULLEN

PRIVATE BANKING

PRIVATE BANKING

VENTURE CONSULTANT

JOELLE COSBY

ELIZABETH J.
HOPKINS

US TRUST

US TRUST

LINDA NASH
LINDA NASH
VENTURES

Steve Preda invites you to an Executive Peer
Group Meeting to hear from Vistage speaker
Mikky Williams on “Walking the Tightrope of Life.”
Date:
April 26th, 2016
7:30–11:30 am

Join Vistage Chair Steve Preda and Vistage senior executive members
at our next group meeting where you will hear a Vistage-quality
speaker, and experience ﬁrst hand how a senior executives peer group
can help you become a better leader and make better decisions.

Location:
University of Richmond area.
Con rmed participants will be
noti ed of the exact location.

7:30 am
7:50 am
8:00 am
11:00 am
11:30 am

Invitation Only
Seating is limited for this event.
RSVP to: steve.preda@vistagechair.com

Private advisory boards for CEOs,
executives and business owners.

Networking and Continental Breakfast
Welcome and Introductions
Mikky Williams:
“Walking the Tightrope of Life”
Group Discussion
Wrap Up

Founded in 1957, Vistage assembles and facilitates private advisory
boards for CEOs, senior executives and business owners. More than
20,000 Vistage members participate in monthly, Chair-led private
advisory board meetings.

Steve Preda
Steve.Preda@vistagechair.com

